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M
etal�semiconductor heteronano-
structures that combine multiple
metallic and semiconducting com-

ponents in one hybrid nanoscale entity
have emerged as a new class of multifunc-
tional subwavelength optical components
with synergistically reinforced optical fea-
tures, enhanced optical tunability, and even
new characteristics that are otherwise inac-
cessible in any of the isolated components
or their physical mixture counterparts.1

Nanoscale interactions between themetal-
lic and semiconducting domains inside a
hybrid heteronanostructure may give rise to
a series of interesting optical phenomena,
such as altered photoluminescence quan-
tum yields,2�6 shifted plasmon resonance
frequencies,3,7,8 modified charge-carrier se-
paration and recombination dynamics,9�14

and the emergence of Fano-type spectral
line shapes due to strong plasmon�exciton
coupling effects.15�17 The synergistic opti-
cal properties of the hybrid heteronano-
structures are not only determined by the
nature of each constituent component but
also, in many cases, more sensitively depen-
dent upon the geometrical arrangement
of the building units.1 Detailed, quantitative
understanding of the geometry-optical
property relationships of hybrid heteronano-
structures provides the keystone for the ra-
tional design of hybrid nanoparticle systems
withdesiredoptical properties forwidespread
applications ranging from photovoltaics and
photocatalysis to molecular imaging and
spectroscopies.
Noble metals and cuprous oxide (Cu2O)

represent an interesting combination of
materials for the construction of multifunc-
tionalmetal�semiconductor hybrid hetero-
nanostructures. Nanoparticles of noble
metals exhibit plasmon-dominated optical
properties that are sensitively dependent
on their geometrical parameters.18�22 By
tailoring the particle geometry, one can

fine-tune the optical responses of a metallic
nanoparticle and set the plasmon reso-
nances at a specific wavelength or spectral
region to match a particular application. This
has, in turn, stimulated tremendous interests
in a rapidly expanding array of metallic nano-
structures, such as nanorods,23�28 nano-
rings,29,30 nanoprisms,31�35 nanostars,36�38

nanoshells,39�41 and nanocages,42,43 with
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ABSTRACT Metal�
semiconductor hybrid het-

eronanostructures may

exhibit synergistically re-

inforced optical responses

and significantly en-

hanced optical tunability

that essentially arise

from the unique nano-

scale interactions between the metal and semiconductor components. Elaboration of multi-

component hybrid nanoparticles allows us to achieve optimized or diversified material function-

alities through precise control over the dimension andmorphology of the constituent building units,

on one hand, and through engineering their relative geometrical arrangement and interfacial

structures, on the other hand. Here we study the geometry-dependent optical characteristics of

metal�cuprous oxide (Cu2O) core�shell hybrid nanoparticles in great detail through combined

experimental and theoretical efforts. We demonstrate that several important geometrical

parameters, such as shell thickness, shell crystallinity, shell porosity, and core composition, of

the hybrid nanoparticles can be tailored in a highly precise and controllable manner through robust

wet chemistry approaches. The tight control over the particle geometries provides unique

opportunities for us to develop quantitative understanding of how the dimensions, morphologies,

and electronic properties of the semiconducting shells and the geometry and compositions of the

metallic cores affect the plasmon resonance frequencies, the light scattering and absorption cross

sections, and the overall extinction spectral line shapes of the hybrid nanoparticles. Mie scattering

theory calculations provide further insights into the origin of the geometrically tunable optical

responses and the interesting extinction spectral line shapes of the hybrid nanoparticles that we

have experimentally observed.

KEYWORDS: hybrid nanoparticles . heteronanostructures . metal .
semiconductor . core�shell . plasmon resonance . geometry control .
optical tunability
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increased geometrical complexity and enriched plasmo-
nic characteristics. As an interesting semiconducting
material, Cu2O may also exhibit interesting geometry-
dependent optical tunability in various nanoparticle
geometries. For example, it has been recently demon-
strated that the Mie scattering and light absorption
properties of Cu2O nanoshells can be fine-tuned in the
visible region by tailoring the dimensions and interior
structures of the single-layer ormultilayer nanoshells.44,45

In contrast to more sophisticated nanostructures, sphe-
rical nanoparticles of noble metals exhibit rather limited
plasmonic tuning range; however, aswe recently demon-
strated using Au�Cu2O core�shell nanoparticles as a
model system,8 their plasmonic tunability may be greatly
enriched and expanded by wrapping the metal nano-
particle inside a semiconducting nanoshell without chan-
ging the simple, spherically symmetric particle geometry.
We have recently shown that by coating the surface of a
Au nanoparticle with a polycrystalline Cu2O shell com-
posed of small nanoparticles, one can systematically shift
the plasmon resonances of the Au core to longer
wavelengths.8 Such enhanced optical tunability essen-
tially arises from the unique interactions between the
metallic cores and semiconducting shells over the nano-
meter length scale.
Here we present a detailed, systematic study on the

geometrically tunable optical properties of metal�
Cu2O core�shell nanoparticles through combined ex-
perimental and theoretical efforts. We have devel-
oped robust wet chemistry approaches through which
a series of important geometrical parameters of the
hybrid nanoparticles, such as shell thickness, shell
crystallinity, shell porosity, and core compositions,
can be tailored in a highly precise and controllable
manner, allowing us to systematically fine-tune the par-
ticles' synergistic optical properties over the visible
and near-infrared spectral regions. By correlating the
experimental results with Mie scattering theory calcu-
lations, we have developed quantitative understand-
ing of how the interactions between the core and the
shell give rise to the highly tunable plasmon resonance
frequencies and interesting extinction spectral line
shapes of the hybrid nanoparticles. First, we demon-
strate that hybrid nanoparticles with a Au core and a
dense Cu2O shell composed of single-crystalline do-
mains can be fabricated through controllable epitaxial
growth of Cu2O on the surfaces of multi-twinned,
quasi-spherical Au nanoparticles. The tight control
over the shell thickness, coupled with Mie scattering
theory calculations, allows us to gain physical insights
into how the thickness and the electronic properties of
the semiconducting shell profoundly impact the plas-
mon resonance frequencies, extinction spectral line
shapes, and optical cross sections of the hybrid nano-
particles at a great level of precision and detail. Then,
we show that hybrid nanoparticles composed of a
quasi-spherical Au core coated with a polycrystalline,

porous Cu2O nanoshell can be fabricated through
seed-mediated hierarchical assembly of Cu2O nano-
particles. The capability of controlling the apparent
thickness and packing density of the porous Cu2O
nanoshells provides unique opportunities for us to
study how the shell porosity introduces modifications
to the local dielectric functions of the semiconducting
shells and consequently affects the resulting optical
tunability of the hybrid nanoparticles. Finally, we de-
monstrate that our Cu2O shell growth approaches can
be extended from Au�Cu2O to other metal�Cu2O
interfaces, such as Ag�Cu2O and Pd�Cu2O, and thus
can be employed to fabricate Au�Ag�Cu2O and
Au�Pd�Cu2O concentric triple-layer hybrid nanopar-
ticles. These triple-layer core�shell nanoparticles with
a higher level of structural sophistication provide
interesting systems for us to investigate how the
variation of metallic core compositions affects the
synergistic plasmonic signatures and tunability of
the multi-shelled hybrid nanoparticles.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Hybrid Nanoparticles Composed of Au Core and Cu2O Dense
Shell. We adopted an epitaxial shell growth approach
through which a dense Cu2O nanoshell composed of
single-crystalline domains can be controllably fabri-
cated surrounding quasi-spherical Au nanoparticle
cores. Epitaxial growth is currently one of the most
extensively usedmethods for the fabrication of hetero-
nanostructures composed of multiple components
with small crystalline lattice mismatches (<5%). The
closely matched lattices between noble metals allow
for the controllable fabrication of metallic core�shell
nanostructures with various compositional combina-
tions, such as Au�Ag,46�49 Au�Cu,50 Au�Pd,47,51�55

Au�Pt,56,57 Pt�Pd,57�60 and Au�Pd�Pt multilayered
particles,61,62 through solution-phase epitaxial growth
approaches. For metal and semiconductor pairs with
relatively large lattice mismatches and/or significantly
different crystalline structures, the direct epitaxial
growth of monocrystalline semiconductor layers on
metallic surfaces becomes challenging.63 To overcome
the obstacle of lattice-matching constraint, alternative
non-epitaxial approaches have been recently devel-
oped to fabricate a series of metal�semiconductor
core�shell nanoparticles.2,3,63,64 For Au and Cu2O, the
great similarity in their crystalline structures (face-
centered cubic crystals) and the relatively small lattice
mismatch (4.5%) make it possible to epitaxially grow
Cu2O layers on the surface of Au nanoparticles without
much lattice stress under appropriate conditions.65�69

Our approach to epitaxially grow dense Cu2O shells
over the surface of Au nanoparticles is based on the
controllable reduction of Cu2þ at 0 �C under basic
conditions using hydrazine as a mild reducing agent.
As illustrated in the transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) images shown in Figure 1A�D, this approach
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allows us to precisely control the shell thickness over
a broad size range from a few nanometers to over
100 nm by simply adjusting the molar ratio between
the copper precursors and Au cores. The quasi-
spherical shape of the Au cores (average radius of
49 nm; see a representative TEM image in Figure S1
in Supporting Information) is found to be well-pre-
served in the as-fabricated core�shell nanoparticles.
The insets in Figure 1A�D show the histograms of
overall particle radii obtained by analyzing more
than 200 nanoparticles in the TEM images for each
sample using Scion Image Software (version 4.0.3.2.,
Scion Corporation). The narrow single Gaussian dis-
tributions exhibited in these histograms indicate
that the samples are highly monodisperse with
narrow size distributions typically within 8% stan-
dard deviation.

The TEM images also reveal that the outer surfaces
of the core�shell nanoparticles exhibit nanoscale tex-
tured features rather than being smooth, which can be
further confirmed by the scanning electron micro-
scopy (SEM) image shown in Figure 1E. It is apparent
that nanoscale protrusions are distributed all over the
outer surfaces of the particles and the particle surface
becomes increasingly textured as the shell thickness
progressively increases. Although the Au cores are
generally regarded as quasi-spherical particles, they
should be more accurately described as multi-twinned
polyhedrons. The exposed outer surfaces of these Au
quasi-spheres essentially consist of small but atom-
ically well-defined crystalline facets with various orien-
tations, each of which may serve as the substrate for
the epitaxial growth of a Cu2O layer. Epitaxial growth of
Cu2O on each Au facet would give rise to the formation
of single-crystalline Cu2O domains that would coalesce
with each other to form a continuous dense shell
surrounding the Au core. Since the epitaxially grown
single-crystalline domains may have different orienta-
tions, the outer surface of the core�shell nanostruc-
tures obtained through such epitaxial overgrowth
processes is expected to be textured with nanoscale
protrusions rather than being a spherically nanocurved
smooth surface. The selected area electron diffraction
(SAED) pattern obtained from a single core�shell nano-
particle shown in Figure S2 in Supporting Information
clearly indicates that the Cu2O shell is essentially com-
posed of a few single-crystalline domains with different
orientations. We have also performed energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) measurements (see Figure 1F)
on individual particles to characterize the chemical com-
position of each nanoparticle, and the results of element
analysis based on EDS line scans (Figure 1G) further verify
the well-defined Au core/Cu2O shell heterostructures of
the hybrid nanoparticles.

The tight control over the shell thickness allows us
to fine-tune the synergistic optical properties of core�
shell hybrid nanoparticles over a broad spectral range.
Figure 2A shows experimentally measured optical ex-
tinction (absorption þ scattering) spectra of Au nano-
particles (bottom) and a series of Au�Cu2O core�shell
nanoparticles with increasing overall particle sizes
(form bottom to top). The extinction spectrum of Au
cores shows only one well-defined peak at 578 nm,
which is the characteristic spectral feature of the dipole
plasmon resonance of Au nanoparticles. For Au�Cu2O
core�shell nanoparticles, their plasmon resonance
bands are observed to be red-shifted from 578 nm to
longer wavelengths all the way deep into the near-
infrared as the shell thickness progressively increases,
while additional spectral features also gradually devel-
op on the blue side of 600 nm in the visible, which can
be assigned to the geometry-dependent optical char-
acteristics of Cu2O nanoshells as discussed in detail in
previous publications.8,44,69

Figure 1. Structural characterizations of Au�Cu2O core�
shell nanoparticles with dense Cu2O shells. TEM images of
Au�Cu2O particles with average core radius (r1) of 49 nm
and various averageoverall particle radii (r2) of (A) 55, (B) 76,
(C) 102, and (D) 124 nm. The upper-right inset of panel A
shows the scheme of the cross section of one Au�Cu2O
core�shell nanoparticle. The bottom-right insets are histo-
grams showing the particle size distribution for each sam-
ple. All of the TEM images share the same scale bar in panel A.
(E) SEM image of Au�Cu2O nanoparticles with average
[r1, r2] = [49, 102] nm. (F) Integrated EDS spectrum obtained
from one individual particle. (G) Spatial elemental distribu-
tion obtained from the EDS line scan measurements along
the red line shown in panel E based on the L-lines of Au and
K-lines of Cu and O.
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We used Mie scattering theory (applied to spheri-
cally concentric, multilayer nanoparticles)45,70,71 to cal-
culate the extinction spectra of individual, spherically
symmetric Au�Cu2O core�shell nanoparticles with
fixed core radius of 49 nm and varying shell thickness
that matches the experimentally fabricated nanopar-
ticles. We employed the wavelength-dependent em-
pirical dielectric functions of bulk Au72 and Cu2O

73 in
these calculations, and the dielectric medium sur-
rounding the particles was water with constant per-
mittivity of 1.77. Both the peak positions and overall
spectral line shapes of the calculated extinction spectra
are in very good agreement with the experimental
spectra, as shown in Figures 2B,C, which strongly
indicates the validity and accuracy of using the current
theoretical model to calculate the optical properties
of the particles. In comparison to the theoretically

calculated spectra, the near-infrared plasmon bands
in experimental spectra are slightly dampened most
likely due to the nanoscale surface roughness of the
particles.74,75

As discussed in our previous paper,8 the large red
shift of the dipole plasmon resonance is essentially due
to the large permittivity of Cu2O (ε ∼ 7) across the
visible and near-infrared regions. In striking contrast to
Au�Cu2O core�shell nanoparticles, Au�SiO2 core�
shell nanoparticles display rather limited plasmonic
tunability essentially because of themuch smaller permit-
tivity of SiO2 (ε = 2.04).69 Although excellent control over
the core and shell dimensions of Au�SiO2 and Ag�
SiO2 nanoparticles has been achieved experimentally,
the plasmon resonance can only be shifted over limited
spectral ranges as the SiO2 shell thickness varies,76�79

which is in agreement with the results of our Mie scatter-
ing theory calculations (dashed curve in Figure 2C).

Effects of Dielectric Properties of Cu2O on the Optical Proper-
ties of Au�Cu2O Hybrid Nanoparticles. The great plasmonic
tunability observed in these Au�Cu2O hybrid nano-
particles is not only determined by the core and shell
dimensions but also directly related to the unique
dielectric properties of Cu2O. Cu2O is an interesting
semiconductingmaterial with a bulk band gap value of
∼2.17 eV. The wavelength-dependent empirical di-
electric functions of bulk Cu2O

73 are shown in Figure
S3 in Supporting Information. In the visible region at
wavelength range below ∼600 nm, both the real part
and imaginary part of Cu2O's permittivity change
dramatically as wavelength varies due to the strong
excitonic interband transitions. Below the band gap
energy (wavelengths longer than ∼600 nm), however,
Cu2O is optically a dielectric material with the real part
of permittivity around 7 and the imaginary part of
permittivity close to 0. To quantitatively and comple-
tely understand how the electronic properties of the
semiconducting Cu2O nanoshell affect the synergistic
optical properties of the Au�Cu2O hybrid nanoparti-
cles, we need to take both the real part and imaginary
part of Cu2O's dielectric functions into consideration.

In Figure 3A�C, we compare the calculated extinc-
tion spectra of Au�Cu2O, Au�SiO2, and Au�PbS
core�shell nanoparticles. In comparison to the Au�
SiO2 particle, a Au�Cu2Oparticle with exactly the same
core�shell dimensions exhibits significantly further
red-shifted plasmon resonances and enhanced extinc-
tion cross sections at the plasmon resonance wave-
lengths.69 Since the plasmon resonance is shifted into
the near-infrared beyond the spectral region where
strong interband transitions of Cu2O occur, the plas-
mon resonance frequencies and line shapes are pri-
marily determined by the real part of the permittivity of
Cu2O with rather limited contributions from the small
but nonzero imaginary part of the permittivity. In
striking contrast to Au�Cu2O, the plasmon resonance
of Au�PbS core�shell nanoparticles occurs within the

Figure 2. (A) Experimentallymeasured extinction spectra of
Au nanoparticles (49 nm average radius, bottom curve) and
Au�Cu2O core�shell nanoparticles with average r1 of
49 nm and various r2 of 55, 64, 76, 88, 102, 111, and
124 nm (from bottom to top). (B) Calculated extinction
spectra of individual Au�Cu2O core�shell nanoparticles
with [r1, r2] = [49, 49] nm, [49, 55] nm, [49, 64] nm,
[49, 76] nm, [49, 88] nm, [49, 102] nm, [49, 111] nm, and
[49, 124] nm (from bottom to top). Spectra are offset for
clarity. (C) Experimentally measured and calculated plas-
mon resonance wavelength as a function of the overall
radius of the Au�Cu2O core�shell nanoparticles. The error
bars for the experimental data points show the standard
deviation determined by TEM measurements over 100
particles for each sample. The plots of calculated plasmon
resonance wavelength as a function of the overall radius of
Au�SiO2 core�shell nanoparticles (r1 = 49 nm) are also
shown for comparison.
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spectral region above the band gap of the semicon-
ducting PbS shell. As shown in Figure S4 in Supporting
Information, PbS is a narrow band semiconductor with
bulk band gap value of 0.37 eV, and both the real
part and imaginary part of its permittivity are quite
large throughout the whole near-infrared region.73 A
Au�PbS particle with the same set of geometrical
parameters as Au�Cu2O exhibits further red-shifted
plasmon resonance simply because PbS has even
larger real part of permittivity than Cu2O. In contrast
to Au�Cu2O and Au�SiO2 counterparts, strong damp-
ing of the plasmon resonance is observed with en-
hanced absorption and strongly dampened scattering
due to the relatively large imaginary part of PbS's per-
mittivity in the spectral range where plasmon resonance
occurs. It is interesting that for the particle with core�
shell dimensions under current considerations, their ex-
tinction spectra are all dominated by robust, sharp dipole
plasmon resonances regardless of the dielectric proper-
ties of the shells (Figure 3D�F), whereas the optical
extinctions of pure Au spherical particles in the similar
overall size regime are more dominated by higher order
multipole resonances with significantly broadened di-
pole plasmon resonances that are also red-shifted
into the near-infrared (see Figure S5 in Supporting
Information). The emergence of higher order multipole
resonances and the broadening of the dipole resonance
for Au particles in this mesoscopic size regime are
essentially due to phase retardation effects.80,81

To develop a more quantitative understanding on
how the real part of Cu2O's permittivity affects the
optical responses of Au�Cu2O hybrid nanoparticles,
we first neglect the effects of the finite imaginary part
of permittivity by assuming a dielectric medium
(constant, wavelength-independent real part of per-
mittivity and zero imaginary part of the permittivity)
surrounding the Au core. Figure 4A shows the calcu-
lated extinction spectra of a Au nanosphere (49 nm in
radius) embedded in an infinitely large dielectric med-
iumwith varying permittivity. As the permittivity of the
dielectric medium increases, the dipole plasmon reso-
nance of the Au particle progressively red shifts and
gets significantly broadened, while higher order multi-
pole plasmon resonances, such as quadrupole and
octupole, become increasingly pronounced. These
phenomena can be well interpreted using the classical
electromagnetic theory and have also been experi-
mentally observed.82 When the Au nanoparticle is
wrapped inside a dielectric nanoshell with finite thick-
ness, the dipole plasmon resonance shows similar red-
shifting trend as the permittivity of the nanoshell
progressively increases (see Figure 4B). However, the
dipole plasmon resonance, which interacts strongly
with the incident light, becomes very robust and
dominates the overall extinction spectral line shape
with only small contributions from quadrupole and
other higher order multipole resonances. The spectral
features that gradually develop in the visible region

Figure 3. Calculated absorption, scattering, and extinction spectra of a core�shell nanoparticle with [r1, r2] = [49, 85] nm
composed of (A) Au core and Cu2O shell, (B) Au core and SiO2 shell, and (C) Au core and PbS shell. The dielectric medium
surrounding the outer surface of the particles is assumed to be H2O. The calculated absorption, scattering, and extinction
include 10 multipolar terms. Calculated dipole, quadrupole, octupole extinction spectra of a core�shell nanoparticle with
[r1, r2] = [49, 85] nm composed of (D) Au core and Cu2O shell, (E) Au core and SiO2 shell, and (F) Au core and PbS shell.
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(below 600 nm) as shell permittivity increases can be
assigned to the Mie scattering features from the di-
electric nanoshells. Interestingly, there is also a pro-
gressive increase in dipole extinction cross sections as
the permittivity of the nanoshell increases while the
plasmon bandwidth remains almost the same. Dielec-
tric shells with higher permittivities may give rise to
increased imbalance of charges at the metal�dielec-
tric interface upon plasmonic excitation, whichmay be
the major reason for the enhancement of extinction
cross sections. The evolution of dipole plasmon reso-
nance wavelength and resonance extinction cross
section as the shell permittivity varies is shown in detail
in Figure 4C.

While the shift of plasmon resonances and the
enhancement of extinction cross sections observed

in the Au�Cu2O core�shell nanoparticles are primarily
determined by the real part of Cu2O's permittivity, the
imaginary part of the permittivity of the semiconduct-
ing shells may further modulate the damping of plas-
mons, introducing interesting modifications to the
absorption and scattering cross sections and conse-
quently the overall extinction spectral line shapes. In
Figure 5, we directly compare the calculated extinction,
absorption, and scattering spectra of a Au�Cu2O and a
Au-dielectric core�shell nanoparticle with exactly the
same core and shell radii. Assigning a constant permit-
tivity of 7.3 to the dielectric shell would give essentially
the same plasmon resonance frequency and band-
width as those of the Au�Cu2O hybrid particle except
that the Au�Cu2O nanoparticle has a smaller extinction
cross section at the plasmon resonancewavelength than
its Au-dielectric counterpart. The finite, nonzero imagin-
ary part of shell permittivity plays non-negligible roles in
modulating the damping of plasmons in the case of
Au�Cu2O core�shell nanoparticles. We have further
decomposed the overall extinction into absorption and
scattering. As shown in Figure 5B,C, the semiconducting
Cu2O nanoshell introduces a decrease in scattering cross
section but an increase in absorption cross section at the
plasmon resonance frequency in comparison to the Au-
dielectric core�shell particle. Since the imaginary part of
Cu2O's permittivity is relatively small in the near-infrared,
the effects of absorption enhancement and scattering

Figure 4. (A) Calculated extinction spectra of a Au nano-
sphere (49 nm in radius) dispersed in dielectric media with
varying dielectric constants, ε. (B) Calculated extinction
spectra of Au-dielectric core�shell nanoparticles composed
of a 49 nm radius Au core and a 36 nm thick shell with
varying ε. (C) Plots of dipoleplasmon resonancewavelength
(λpeak) vs ε of the shell and plots of extinction cross section
(σExt) at λpeak vs ε of the shell.

Figure 5. Calculated extinction (top panel), scattering
(middle panel), and absorption (bottom panel) spectra of
core�shell nanoparticles with [r1, r2] = [49, 85] nm com-
posed of a Au core and a Cu2O shell, and a Au core and a
dielectric shell (ε0 = 7.3, ε00 = 0).
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damping in Au�Cu2O hybrid nanoparticles are not as
significant as expected in Au�PbS core�shell nanopar-
ticles. It is interesting that the plasmon damping of the
quadrupole is more significant than the dipole reso-
nance, making the overall extinction more dipolar in
nature for the Au�Cu2O particle than the Au-dielectric
particle. This is largely due to the fact that quadrupole
resonance occurs at wavelengths even closer to the
spectral regionwhere interband transitionsofCu2Ooccur
than the dipole resonance.

Hybrid Nanoparticles Composed of Au Core and Porous Cu2O
Shell. By changing the pH value and chemical compo-
sitions of the Cu2O growth solution, the morphologies
and crystalline structures of the resulting Cu2O nano-
shells can be significantly altered. We found that,
at neutral pH, small Cu2O nanocrystallites, typically
3�10 nm in size, would self-assemble surrounding a
Au nanoparticle core to form a polycrystalline Cu2O
nanoshell with hierarchical porous structures in the
presence of polyethylene glycol as a structural direct-
ing agent. The TEM images shown in Figure 6A�D
clearly reveal that each Cu2O shell is composed of a
large number of small primary nanocrystals randomly
oriented and hierarchically packed inside a porous
shell framework. The polycrystalline nature of the
Cu2O shell and random orientation of the primary
nanocrystals can be further confirmed by SAED mea-
surements (see Figure S6 in Supporting Information).
The hierarchical porous shell structures can also be
visualized by SEM as shown in Figure S7 in Supporting
Information. The EDS spectrum and line scan element

analysis further verify the Au core, Cu2O shell structure
of the nanoparticles.

As shown in Figure 6A�D, both the apparent thickness
and packing density of the Cu2O nanoshells progressively
increaseas themolar ratiobetweencopperprecursors and
Au seeds increases. Unlike the hybrid nanoparticles with
dense Cu2O shells, the plasmon resonance frequencies
and extinction spectral line shapes of the hybrid nanopar-
ticles with porous Cu2O shells shown in Figure 6E are not
only determined by the effective shell thickness but also
related to the variation of the shell packing density.
Decrease in the packing density or increase in the porosity
of the Cu2O shells leads to decrease in the effective local
permittivity of the shells, resulting in plasmon resonance
shift over narrower spectral ranges than the hybrid nano-
particles with the same core and shell dimensions but
dense Cu2O shell structures.

To accurately simulate the optical properties of
nanoparticles with porous interior structures, effective
permittivities which are related to the materials' pack-
ing densities should be used instead of the dielectric
functions of bulk materials.83 If we assume that the
pores inside the Cu2O shell are all filled with H2O, then
thewavelength-dependent real and imaginary parts of
the effective dielectric functions of the porous shells
can be obtained byweighing the bulk dielectric data of
Cu2O (εCu2O) and H2O (εH2O) based on the shell packing
density (F) using the following equations:

Real part : ε0effective(λ) ¼ Fε0Cu2O(λ)þ (1 � F)ε0H2O

¼ Fε0Cu2O(λ)þ (1 � F)� 1:77 (1)

Figure 6. (A�D) TEM images of Au�Cu2O core�shell nanoparticles with polycrystalline porous Cu2O shells of various
apparent thicknesses and packing densities. All TEM images share the same scale bar in panel B. (E) Experimentallymeasured
extinction spectra of colloidal solutions of Au (bottom) and Au�Cu2O nanoparticles with increasing apparent shell thickness
and packing density (from bottom to top).
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Imaginary part : ε00effective(λ)
¼ Fε00Cu2O(λ)þ (1 � F)ε00H2O ¼ Fε00Cu2O(λ) (2)

Figure 7A shows the calculated extinction spectra of
a Au�Cu2O core�shell nanoparticle (49 nmcore radius
and 41 nm shell thickness) with varying shell packing
density, where 100% packing density corresponds to
the dense Cu2O shell and 0% packing density corre-
sponds to the Au nanoparticle core dispersed in H2O.
As the shell packing density increases, the plasmon
resonance progressively red shifts and the extinction
cross section at the plasmon resonance wavelength
also increases accordingly due to the increase in the
effective shell permittivity. As shown in Figure 7B, the
plasmon resonance frequencies of the core�shell
nanoparticles become increasingly more sensitive to
the shell thickness as the shell gets more densely
packed. These indicate that, in addition to engineering
the core radius and shell thickness, the optical proper-
ties of the Au�Cu2O core�shell nanoparticles can be
further fine-tuned by tailoring the porosity of the Cu2O
shells.

We can further construct geometrically more com-
plicated Au�Cu2O core�shell nanoparticles with mul-
tilayered shell structures. Using a stepwise epitaxial
growth and hierarchical assembly approach, we can
first coat the Au cores with a layer of dense Cu2O
nanoshell and then initiate the growth of a second
layer of porous Cu2O shell on the outer surface of the

Cu2O dense shell. Figure S8A�D in Supporting Infor-
mation shows a series of TEM images of multilayered
hybrid nanoparticles composed of Au cores, dense
Cu2O inner shells, and porous Cu2O outer shells whose
optical properties are also geometrically tunable, as
shown in Figure S8E in Supporting Information.

Au�Ag�Cu2O and Au�Pd�Cu2O Triple-Layer Hybrid Nano-
particles. We have extended the Cu2O shell growth
approaches from Au�Cu2O to other metal�Cu2O in-
terfaces, such as Ag�Cu2O and Pd�Cu2O, to control-
lably fabricate Au�Ag�Cu2O and Au�Pd�Cu2O
concentric triple-layer hybrid nanoparticles. The opti-
cal properties of these multilayered particles are calcu-
lated by Mie scattering theory using the wavelength-
dependent empirical dielectric functions of bulk Au,72

Ag,72 Pd,84 and Cu2O.
73 By replacing the monometallic

Au cores with heterostructured bimetallic cores,
further enhanced optical tunability and/or significantly
enriched plasmonic features can be achieved in the
triple-layer hybrid nanoparticles.

To fabricate Au�Ag�Cu2O triple-layer nanoparti-
cles, we first coated the surface of the Au nanoparticles
with a thin but continuous layer of Ag to fabricate
Au�Ag core�shell bimetallic nanoparticles. By con-
trolling the amount ratio between the Au core and Ag
precursors, the thickness of the Ag shells can be fine-
controlled in the range from∼5 to∼40 nmwith∼2 nm
precision. Analogous to the fabrication of Au�Cu2O
nanoparticles, dense Cu2O shells with controllable
thicknesses can be epitaxially grown over the Ag
surfaces subsequently to form Au�Ag�Cu2O concentric
triple-layer nanoparticles. Figure 8A shows an SEM image
of theAu�Ag�Cu2Onanoparticleswith average geome-
trical parameters of [R1, R2, R3] = [49, 59, 91] nm. The EDS
spectrum (Figure 8B) and line scan data (Figure 8C)
clearly verify the Au�Ag�Cu2O triple-layer core�shell
structures of the particles. Figure 8D�G shows a series of
TEM images of the Au�Ag core�shell bimetallic nano-
particles and Au�Ag�Cu2O triple-layer particles with
various Cu2O shell thicknesses. The nanoscale textures
on the outer surfaces of triple-layer particles can be
clearly seen in both the SEM and TEM images.

Figure 8H shows the experimentally measured ex-
tinction spectra of Au�Ag bimetallic nanoparticles and
Au�Ag�Cu2O triple-layer nanoparticles with varying
average Cu2O shell thicknesses. The calculated extinc-
tion spectra of individual particles with the geometrical
parameters that match the experimentally fabricated
particles are shown accordingly in Figure 8I, which show
very good agreement with the experimental spectra. As
shown in Figure S9 in Supporting Information, we can
further decompose the calculated extinctions into dipole,
quadrupole, and octupole components for a Au�Ag
core, a Cu2O nanoshell, and a Au�Ag�Cu2O triple-layer
core�shell particle. Coating the surface of the Au nano-
particles with a thin layer of Ag not only increases the
particle's extinction cross sections but also significantly

Figure 7. (A) Calculated extinction spectra of core�shell
nanoparticles with a 49 nm Au core and a 41 nm thick shell
with varying percentage of Cu2O packing. (B) Shift of
plasmon resonance wavelength as overall particle radius
varies for Au�Cu2O core�shell nanoparticles (49 nm radius
Au core) with different shell packing density.
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enriches the particle's plasmonic features as a well-
defined quadrupole resonance band develops on the
blue side of the dipole resonance in the extinction
spectrum. The double-peaked spectral features observed
here are the synergistic optical features of the bimetallic
core�shell nanoparticles85 and thus cannot be simply
regarded as a linear combination of plasmon modes of
the Au core and Ag shell, which is further verified by Mie
scattering theory calculation results shown in Figure S10
in Supporting Information. The increased extinction cross
sections and the emergence of strong quadrupole fea-
tures observed in the Au�Ag core�shell nanoparticles
are primarily a consequence of less plasmon damping
due to the presence of Ag shells. The relative strengths of

dipole, quadrupole, and even higher order multipole
resonances can be further modulated through control
over the thickness of the Ag shells without changing the
size of the Au cores. As the Ag shell thickness increases,
the higher order multipole plasmon resonances become
significantly intensified with respect to the dipole reso-
nance and the overall extinction spectral line shapes
become increasingly dominated by the features of the
Ag shells (see Figures S10, S11, and S12 in Supporting
Information).

Upon the formation of Cu2O nanoshells surround-
ing the Au�Ag core�shell nanoparticles, both the
dipole and quadrupole resonances shift to significantly
longer wavelengths into near-infrared in addition to

Figure 8. (A) SEM image of Au�Ag�Cu2O triple-layer core�shell nanoparticles. The inset shows a schematic illustration of
the triple-layer core�shell structurewith aAu core, Ag inner shell, andCu2Oouter shell.R1,R2, andR3 represent the radii of the
Au core, Au coreþAg shell, and Au coreþ Ag shellþ Cu2O shell, respectively. (B) Integrated EDS spectrum obtained from an
individual particle. (C) Spatial elemental distribution obtained from the EDS line scanmeasurements along the red line shown
in panel A, based on L-lines of Au and Ag and K-lines of Cu and O. (D) TEM images of Au�Ag core�shell nanoparticles with
average R1 of 49 nm and R2 of 59 nm. TEM images of Au�Ag�Cu2O triple-layer core�shell nanoparticles with average R1 of
49 nm, R2 of 59 nm, and various R3 of (E) 70, (F) 91, and (G) 112 nm. All TEM images share the same scale bar in panel D.
(H) Experimentally measured extinction spectra of Au�Ag core�shell and Au�Ag�Cu2O triple-layer nanoparticles with
average R1 of 49 nm, R2 of 59 nm, and various R3 of 70, 79, 86, 91, 100, and 112 nm (from bottom to top). (I) Calculated
extinction spectra of Au�Ag�Cu2O triple-layer nanoparticles with [R1, R2, R3] = [49, 59, 59] nm, [49, 59, 70] nm, [49, 59, 79] nm,
[49, 59, 86] nm, [49, 59, 91] nm, [49, 59, 100] nm, and [49, 59, 112] nm (from bottom to top). The dipole and quadrupole
features are labeled as D and Q, respectively, for both experimental and calculated data.
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the emergence of extinction features of the Cu2O
nanoshells in the visible. Figure 8H,I clearly shows that
the extinction spectral shifts of both the dipole and
quadrupole resonances are sensitively dependent on
the thickness of the Cu2O shells. The detailed correla-
tions between the plasmon resonancewavelength and
overall particle size, both experimentally measured
and theoretically calculated, are shown in Figure 9 for
both the dipole and quadrupole resonances of triple-
layer nanoparticles with fixed Au core size and various
Ag inner shell thicknesses. Similar to the Au�Cu2O
core�shell nanoparticles, hierarchical porous Cu2O
nanoshells with controllable packing densities and
apparent thicknesses can also be fabricated surround-
ing the Au�Ag core�shell nanoparticles, and tunable
optical characteristics can also be achieved through
the geometry control of the particles as shown in
Figure S13 in Supporting Information.

We have also used the same shell growth methods
to synthesize Au�Pd�Cu2O triple-layer hybrid nano-
particles with fine-controlled geometrical parameters.
Figure 10A�C shows TEM images of Au�Pd�Cu2O
nanoparticles composed of 49 nm radius Au cores,
16 nm thick Pd inner shells, and dense Cu2O outer
shells with various thicknesses. The core�shell struc-
tures have been confirmed by EDS line scan measure-
ments (Figure S14 in Supporting Information). As
shown in Figure 10D,E, the plasmon resonance of
the metallic cores is dampened with significantly

weakened spectral features and broadened band-
widths upon the formation of Pd nanoshells, which is
in agreement with previous observations.51 Neverthe-
less, the geometry-dependent plasmon tunability of
the Au�Pd�Cu2O triple-layer nanoparticles is well-
preserved. Both experimental observations and theo-
retical calculations clearly show that the plasmon
resonances progressively red shift as the Cu2O shell
thickness increases. The experimental extinction spec-
tra exhibit larger spectral shifts and broader band-
widths than the calculated spectra probably due to
the structural nonideality and polydispersity of both
the Pd inner shells and Cu2O outer shells. In addition to
dense Cu2O shell structures, Au�Pd�Cu2O triple-layer
nanoparticles with polycrystalline, porous Cu2O shells
can also be fabricated following a similar protocol
developed for Au�Cu2O and Au�Ag�Cu2O nanopar-
ticles. The optical properties of these nanoparticles can
be fine-tuned by tailoring the apparent thickness and
packing density of the Cu2O shells in a similar manner
to the Au�Cu2O and Au�Ag�Cu2O nanoparticles (see
Figure S15 in Supporting Information).

CONCLUSIONS

We have developed detailed, quantitative under-
standing of the geometry-dependent optical tunability

Figure 9. Shift of dipole and quadrupole plasmon resonance
wavelengths of Au�Ag�Cu2O triple-layer core�shell nano-
particles as the overall particle radius (R3) varies for particles
with various Au�Ag dimensions as indicated in each panel.
The data points show the experimentally measured peak
wavelengths, and the curves show the calculated values.

Figure 10. TEM images of (A) Au�Pd core�shell nanopar-
ticles with average R1 of 49 nm and R2 of 65 nm, and
Au�Pd�Cu2O triple-layer nanoparticles with average R1
of 49 nm, R2 of 65 nm, and various R3 of (B) 83 nm and
(C) 107 nm. All TEM images show same scale bar in panel B.
(D) Experimentally measured extinction spectra of Au�Pd
core�shell and Au�Pd�Cu2O triple-layer nanoparticles
with average R1 of 49 nm, R2 of 65 nm, and various R3 of
70, 83, 92, and 107 nm (from bottom to top). (E) Calculated
extinction spectra of Au�Pd core�shell and Au�Pd�Cu2O
triple-layer nanoparticles with [R1, R2, R3] = [49, 65, 65] nm,
[49, 65, 70] nm, [49, 65, 83] nm, [49, 65, 92] nm, and
[49, 65, 107] nm (from bottom to top).
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ofmetal�Cu2O core�shell hybrid nanoparticles through
combined experimental and theoretical efforts. We
adopted an epitaxial shell growth approach through
which hybrid nanoparticles with a quasi-spherical Au
core and a dense Cu2O nanoshell composed of single-
crystalline domains can be controllably fabricated. The
capability to tightly control the shell thickness provides
unique opportunities for us to study, in great detail, how
the variation of the shell thickness shifts the plasmon
resonance frequencies and introduces interesting mod-
ification to the extinction spectral line shapes of the
hybrid nanoparticles. We have performed Mie scattering
theory calculations to theoretically interpret the origin of
the geometrically tunable optical features of these hybrid
nanoparticles. The large red shifts of plasmon resonances
and significantly enhanced resonance extinction cross
sections upon shell thickness increase are primarily due
to the large real part of the permittivity of the Cu2O shells,
while the imaginary part of Cu2O's permittivity also plays
non-negligible roles in modulating the overall extinction

spectral line shapes and the relative contributions of
absorption and scattering to the overall extinction. We
have also developed a self-assembly approach through
which small Cu2O nanocrystallites are hierarchically as-
sembled into a polycrystalline, porous Cu2O nanoshell
surrounding a Au nanoparticle core. The plasmon reso-
nance frequencies and extinction spectral line shapes of
the hybrid nanoparticles with porous Cu2O shells are not
only determined by the apparent shell thickness but also
related to the variation of the shell packing density. We
have further extended theCu2O shell growth approaches
from Au�Cu2O to other metal�Cu2O interfaces, such
as Ag�Cu2O and Pd�Cu2O, to controllably fabricate
Au�Ag�Cu2O and Au�Pd�Cu2O concentric triple-layer
hybrid nanoparticles. These structurally more sophisti-
cated triple-layer core�shell nanoparticles provide inter-
esting systems for us to investigate how the variation of
the core geometry and composition affects the synergis-
tic optical characteristics of the multilayered hybrid
heteronanostructures.

METHODS
All reagents were used as received without further purifica-

tion. Ultrapure water (18.2 MΩ resistivity, Barnstead EasyPure II
7138) was used for all experiments. All of the reactions were
carried out under constant magnetic stir with a speed of
300 rpm.

Synthesis of Au Nanoparticles. Au nanoparticles with average
radius of ∼49 nm, which were used as the core materials for
core�shell nanoparticle fabrication, were synthesized by redu-
cing chloroauric acid with formaldehyde at room temperature.
The detailed procedure has been reported previously.8 The final
concentration of aqueous Au colloidal suspension was ∼6 �
1010 particles/mL.

Synthesis of Au�Ag Core�Shell Nanoparticles. Au�Ag nanopar-
ticles were synthesized by using the as-prepared Au nanopar-
ticles as the seeds to mediate the Ag shell growth through
reduction of Agþwith ascorbic acid. Briefly, 2 mL of Au colloidal
solution was added into 60 mL of 1 wt % polyvinylpyrrolidone
(PVP, average MW 58 000, Alfa Aesar) solution. Then various
volumes (75�300 μL) of 0.1 M AgNO3 (Alfa Aesar) and 300 μL of
0.5 M fresh-prepared ascorbic acid (Alfa Aesar) were added into
the mixture under magnetic stir. The color of the solution
changed from brick-red to beige in a few minutes, and the
reaction mixture was kept stirring for 10 min. The Au�Ag
nanoparticles were centrifuged (1500 rcf, 5 min), washed with
2 wt % of PVP solution twice, and finally redispersed in 5 mL of
water (final concentration of ∼2.4 � 1010 particles/mL).

Synthesis of Au�Pd Core�Shell Nanoparticles. Au�Pd core�shell
nanoparticles can be fabricated through a Au nanoparticle-
seeded Pd shell growth procedure. Au�Pd core�shell nano-
particles were fabricated following in a similar procedure for
Au�Ag nanoparticle fabrication except that 1.5 mL of 0.01 M
H2PdCl4 was introduced instead of 0.1MAgNO3. 0.01MH2PdCl4
aqueous solution was prepared by dissolving 0.001 mol PdCl2
(Sigma-Aldrich) in 100 mL of 0.02 M HCl (Fisher Scientific). The
final color of the reaction solution was dark brown. Au�Pd
core�shell nanoparticles were also washed and finally dis-
persed in 5 mL of water (final concentration of ∼2.4 � 1010

particles/mL).
Synthesis of Metal�Cu2O Core�Shell Nanoparticles. Metal�Cu2O

core�shell nanoparticles with either dense or porous shells
were synthesized by reducing Cu2þ with hydrazine at selec-
tively different pH values. For dense Cu2O shells composed of
single-crystalline domains, the core�shell nanoparticles were

fabricated in basic solutions. Typically, a certain amount (80 μL
for Au colloids and 200 μL for Au�Ag or Au�Pd colloids) of
metal nanoparticles was first introduced into 5mL of 2wt%PVP
aqueous solution. Varying amount (2.5�100 μL) of 0.1 M Cu-
(NO3)2 (Alfa Aesar) solution, depending on the desired thickness
of the resulting Cu2O shells, was subsequently added. The
reaction mixtures were transferred into an ice bath, and then
11.2 μL of 5 M NaOH (Fisher Scientific) and 5 μL of N2H4 3 3H2O
solution (35 wt %, Sigma-Aldrich) were added under magnetic
stir. The solutions were kept stirring for 10 min, and the
nanoparticles were subsequently separated from the reaction
solution by centrifugation (700 rcf, 5 min). For polycrystalline
Cu2O shells with hierarchical porosity, the shell growth was
carried out at neutral pH (∼7.2). In a typical procedure, a certain
amount of colloidalmetal seed solution (80 μL for Au and 200 μL
for Au�Ag and Au�Pd) was added into 3 mL of 2 wt %
poly(ethylene glycol)methyl ether (PEG, average MW 5000,
Aldrich) aqueous solution, followed by the introduction of
varying amount (5�50 μL) of 0.1 M Cu(NO3)2 and 35 wt %
hydrazine solution (the molar ratio of Cu2þ to N2H4 was always
kept at 2:7). The reaction mixture was stirred for 2 min. All
metal�Cu2O core�shell nanoparticles were washed with water
and anhydrous ethanol and finally redispersed in ethanol.

Synthesis of Multilayer Nanoparticles Composed of Au Core, Dense Cu2O
Inner Shell, and Porous Cu2O Outer Shell. A thin layer of polycrystal-
line, porous Cu2O shell can be further grown on the outer
surface of Au�Cu2O core/dense shell nanoparticles to fabricate
multilayer core�shell nanoparticles. Briefly, 480 μL of Au col-
loidal solution and 50 μL of 0.1 M Cu(NO3)2 solution were added
into 30 mL of 2 wt % PVP solution under magnetic stir. The
reactionmixturewas transferred into an ice bath, and then67.2μL
of 5 M NaOH and 30 μL of 35 wt % hydrazine solution were
introduced. The solution was stirred for 10 min, and the resulting
Au�Cu2O nanoparticles were washed by water twice and redis-
persed in 900 μL of water. Then different amounts (5�15 μL) of
0.1 M Cu(NO3)2 and 160 μL of as-prepared Au�Cu2O colloidal
solution were introduced into 3 mL of 2 wt % PEG solution,
followed by the introduction of varying amount of 35 wt %
hydrazine solution (molar ratio of Cu2þ to N2H4 was fixed at 2:7).
The reaction mixtures were kept stirring at room temperature for
2min, and then the Au�Cu2Omultilayer core�shell nanoparticles
were collected by centrifugation, washed with water and ethanol,
and finally redispersed in ethanol for storage.
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Characterizations. The morphologies and structures of the
nanoparticles were characterized by TEM and SAED using a
Hitachi H-8000 transmission electron microscope, which was
operated at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. All samples for
TEM measurements were dispersed in ethanol and drop-dried
on 200 mesh Formvar/carbon-coated Cu grids. The structures
and compositions of the nanoparticles were also characterized
by SEM and EDS measurements using a Zeiss Ultraplus thermal
field emission scanning electron microscope. The samples for
SEM and EDS measurements were dispersed in ethanol and
drop-dried on silicon wafers. The optical extinction spectra of
the nanoparticles were measured on aqueous colloidal suspen-
sions at room temperature, using a Beckman Coulter Du 640
spectrophotometer.
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